for Megan and Joshua

Horse and Penguin are best friends. Horse lives on
a ranch at the edge of the Deep Dark Forest, and
Penguin lives at the zoo.
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One day, Penguin invited Horse to the zoo’s annual
Space Festival. There was delicious freeze-dried
ice cream to eat, space suits and helmets to wear –
even an old rocket ship to sit inside.

Horse walked to the pond where Penguin lived.
“Hi, Horse!” Penguin said. “Are you ready to go to
the Space Festival?”
“I am!” said Horse.
“Let’s ask Zookeeper for permission,” Penguin said.
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Horse and Penguin found Zookeeper inside his
cabin.“Zookeeper,”asked Penguin,“may Horse and I
please go to the Space Festival?”
Zookeeper twirled his silvery mustache and
laughed a big, boisterous laugh. “Thank you for
asking so politely, Penguin. Of course you can go
to the festival! Remember to wait your turn in line
and, if you go in the old rocket ship, buckle your
seat belts so you are safe.”
“Thank you, Zookeeper!” Horse and Penguin said.

Penguin hopped on Horse’s back and together
they went to the festival. They ate lots of
freeze-dried ice cream, put on a space suit and
helmet, and, when it was their turn, climbed the
long ladder into the old rocket ship.
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Horse and Penguin fastened their seat belts. The
rocket ship was filled with colorful buttons, dials,
and levers, and Penguin began playing with them
right away.

Horse is a pilot and recognized some of the
buttons. He pressed them in the same order he
would to start his plane, then pushed the
big green button in the middle of the cockpit.
Oh no! The rocket ship roared to life!
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Five – Four – Three – Two – One!
Blast off!
The rocket ship shot into the sky, going faster and
faster through the air as it raced toward space.

Whoomp!

“Can we turn around?” Penguin asked. But Horse
couldn’t stop the rocket! He could only look out
the window as they traveled into space... and
toward the Moon.

With a bounce and a skid, the old rocket ship
landed on the Moon’s surface. When it came to a
stop, Horse and Penguin took off their seat belts
and looked around.
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“What do we do now?” asked Penguin.
“Since we’re here, we might as well go out and
collect some moon cheese!” Horse said. So the two
friends zipped up their space suits, opened the
door, and stepped outside.

They filled their hands with red moon cheese,
blue moon cheese, and green moon cheese – the
tastiest cheeses you’d ever eat! They put as much
moon cheese as they could fit into the back of the
rocket ship and closed the door.
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“Let’s go home and share this moon cheese with
the people at the Space Festival,” Horse said. They
fastened their seat belts and began pressing
buttons. Horse pressed them in the same order as
before, then pushed down on the big red button
in the middle of the cockpit.

The rocket ship spittered and sputtered – then
roared to life again!
It raced away from the Moon and toward Earth,
flying faster and faster until it was just above the
zoo!
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Right before it landed, though, the rocket ship
released a big orange parachute and landed softly
in Penguin’s pond.
Splash! Water went everywhere!

Zookeeper twirled his silvery mustache and
laughed a big, boisterous laugh as Horse and
Penguin exited the rocket ship.“Welcome back!”he
said.
Then he helped Horse and Penguin share the
moon cheese with everyone at the festival.
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But Horse and Penguin kept a little for themselves
in a refrigerator back at the ranch to remind them
of the time they went to the Moon!

